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Abstract. Channeling is the phenomenon well known in the world mostly related to the motion of the beams
of charged particles in aligned crystals. However, recent studies have shown the feasibility of channeling
phenomenology application for description of other various mechanisms of interaction of charged as well as
neutral particle beams in solids, plasmas and electromagnetic fields covering the research fields from crystal
based undulators, collimators and accelerators to capillary based X-ray and neutron optical elements. This
brief review is devoted to the status of channeling-based researches at different centers within international
and national collaborations. Present and future possible developments in channeling tools applied to electron
interactions in strong plasma and laser fields will be analyzed.

1 Introduction

As known the beam channeling in crystals takes place dur-
ing relativistic charged particles motion in periodic struc-
tures close to the main crystallographic directions, which
define the crystal axes or planes. For a relativistic parti-
cle traveling almost parallel to that directions the potential
of interaction between the electron and a set of the lat-
tice atoms (ions) could be averaged along the propagation
direction. The interaction potential formed at these condi-
tions might limit transverse motion of the projectile within
well defined channels, i.e. relativistic particle becomes un-
dulating in transverse plane at relativistic longitudinal mo-
tion down to the long narrow channel [1, 2].

For more than 50 years of intense studies the basics
of crystal channeling for charged beams have been in de-
tails defined and described in many scientific papers and
books, discussed in a number of conferences and work-
shops (see, for instance in [3–14] ). Presently crystal
channeling is known as useful technique for beam steer-
ing [15, 16], while the related to crystal channeling phe-
nomena are promising candidates for coherent radiation
sources [17]. Moreover, the phenomenology of beams
channeling becomes very useful to describe neutral beams
handling via various beam guiding structures [18, 19]. Be-
sides, channeling conditions could be realized for particles
not only in medium (crystals [20], capillaries [21, 22] and
nanotubes [23–25], plasma [26–29]) but also in high inten-
sity electromagnetic fields of specific configurations [30].
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2 Charged and Neutral Beams Channeling

2.1 Crystal channeling

Channeling phenomenon was discovered in the beginning
of 1960th at studying the passage of ion beams through
crystals. As a result of computer simulations of charged
particles penetration into crystals, Robinson, Oen and
Beeler, Besco [31, 32] explained the effect of anomalous
large penetration for fast ions moving with initial veloci-
ties close to principal axial directions. Almost simultane-
ously the newly predicted phenomenon1 was revealed ex-
perimentally [33, 34]. In 1965 Lindhard explained the ex-
istence of new phenomenon [1]; that work, presently well
known as a classical one, has stimulated the great interest
of physicists to the effect of channeling.

The channeling effect is observed when fast particles
penetrate into a crystal under small angles (less than so-
called Lindhard angle, the critical angle of channeling) to
crystallographic planes (planar channeling) or axes (axial
channeling). Channeled projectile penetrates along planes
or axes into a crystal without significant energy loss at the
distance, which is much larger than the corresponding dis-
tance in the case of amorphous solids. To describe this
effect the model of continuous interaction potential, when
fast particle interacts with the averaged field of atoms
placed on a plane or axis instead of the field of sepa-
rate atoms of a crystal was suggested. The correspond-
ing averaged fields were called "continuous potentials" of
the planes or axes that form well defined planar or axial
channels, respectively, while the motion in that potentials
- "channeling" motion.

1In reality for many years before this phenomenon was known as un-
usual deep penetration of ions at defined crystal orientations taking place
at ion doping processes
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The classical channeling theory for charged heavy par-
ticles as well as the quantum theory was developed in suc-
cessive works. Later on Andersen with coauthors have
shown that channeling effect takes also place for electrons
and positrons traversing crystals [35]. Further develop-
ment of channeling theory has been mainly provoked by
Kumakhov’s work [17], in which powerful spontaneous γ-
radiation by relativistic channeled particles has been pre-
dicted. It appears as a result of a classical charged parti-
cle undulation in the averaged channeling potential. Later
on the classical approach was extended to quantum one,
which explains the radiation process via transitions be-
tween quantum states in the potentials of atomic rows and
planes (for Refs. see in the reviews [36–38]).

2.2 Beam steering for collimation and extraction

One of the rapidly developing application of channeling
phenomenon relates to the problem of the heavy particles
beam shaping (deflection, steering, splitting) in the mod-
ern accelerator facilities. The use of optimally bent crys-
tals to fulfill the channeling condition has been first sug-
gested in [15, 16] to deflect the charge particle beams over
the angle much exceeding the critical angle of channel-
ing. Indeed, when a crystal is bent along crystallographic
planes, the channeled particle moves along bent channels
and it can be deflected from initial direction at large angles
(much exceeding the critical channeling angle).

At present the use of planar channeling in bent crys-
tals to control a charge particle beam is of great interest
as one of the accelerator and storage ring techniques for
beam collimation. For the last decade several technolo-
gies for crystal collimation have been proposed and devel-
oped (single bent crystals and strip crystals in various con-
figurations). During technological test measurements new
phenomena for beam deflection have been observed (chan-
neling, volume capture, volume reflection, etc) [39–44].
While for a long period the experiments have been dealing
with the proton beams of 400 GeV/c at SPS CERN reveal-
ing the fine features of proton channeling, like beam mir-
roring, focusing, collimation, the last measurements were
performed for LHC proton beams of 6.5 TeV/c that prove
relativistic proton channeling [45]. Channeling-based par-
asitic beam extraction for high energy particles at present
accelerator facilities has been recently proposed within the
EU Crysbeam project [46] that aims in developing an alter-
native technique, which will be able to substitute massive
magnetic kickers.

Recent studies have also shown rather efficient beam
deflection for light particles. Indeed, the tests performed
at MAMI and SLAC as well allowed observing very effi-
cient sub-GeV (855 MeV MAMI) and multi-GeV (3.5 and
6.3 GeV) electron beam steering [47–49]. Simultaneously
with the technique application, theoretical background for
the beam propagation in bent crystal planar channels has
been developed. Within collaboration with Tomsk Poly-
technic University a new computer code to simulate the
processes of relativistic proton/ion beams propagation into
various crystals have been proposed and developed in or-
der to characterize the beam deflection inside bent crys-

tals [50–53]. This activity takes place within international
CERN project UA9 and aims in LHC beams collimation
based on crystal channeling phenomenon. UA9 LNF team
has proposed to use parametric X-ray radiation (PXR) for
diagnostics of both beam-crystal orientation and crystal
quality; first PXR measurements for SPS CERN protons
in a bent crystal have been performed and successfully
proved the predictions for PXR making evident the peak
structure in the radiation both spectral and angular distri-
butions [54–56]. A new phenomenon on effective deflec-
tion of relativistic hadron and lepton beams by crystal mis-
cut surface has been predicted [57, 58]. Due to extremely
fine structure of the miscut surface the phenomenon might
be applied for future accelerators dealing with nanoscale
emittance.

Another very important application of charged beam
channeling relates, based on undulatory motion at chan-
neling, to the possibility of creating powerful radiation
sources in X-ray and γ-ray frequencies. This topic has
been strongly investigated since the middle of 1970s, and
till now remains of great interest for the researchers result-
ing in a number of new brilliant ideas. It would be difficult
to review this subject in a short paper, hence, I do not dis-
cuss it in this work.

2.3 X-ray and neutron channeling in micro- and
nanoguides

Some types of processes based on the self-organization
of materials that have recently attracted considerable in-
terest because of the possibility of preparing fine patterns
of nanometer dimensions over larger areas, can be used
for the fabrication of X-ray waveguides [59, 60]. Among
them the formation of highly-ordered aligned carbon nan-
otubes and ordered arrays of uniform-sized porous in alu-
mina is of great interest. X-ray propagation in nanochan-
nels [59] is important due to potential applications in X-
ray optics. A special feature of these structures is a long,
hollow, inner cavity, which could act as a channel for
selective radiation penetration, similar to channeling of
charged particles in crystals (see [18] and Refs. therein);
nanochannels can be considered as capillaries (the base
of capillary/polycapillary optical elements [61–63]). Re-
search in X-ray propagation in capillary structures shows
that diminishing the capillary internal radius from microns
to nanometers results in a change of the character of ra-
diation propagation, from the surface channeling in mi-
crocapillaries down to bulk channeling in nanocapillaries.
Numerical simulations [64, 65] have shown that carbon
nanotubes will act as soft X-ray waveguides and support
modes of propagation when coated with various materials
[66]. Other researchers have already demonstrated exper-
imentally the coherent propagation of X-rays in a planar
waveguide with a tunable air gap [67]. The angular de-
pendence of the intensity of characteristic Kα radiation in
carbon vs the aligned carbon nanotubes orientation sug-
gests the possibility of X-ray channeling as well as radia-
tion diffraction on nanotube multiwalls [68].

The modes of radiation propagation in a waveguide are
revealed at interference between the incident and reflected
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waves forming a standing wave pattern [59]. However, it
becomes constructive just for specific angles. This phe-
nomenon, valid for reflection from a flat surface, takes
place just in the vicinity of the surface. Similar phenom-
ena could be observed at radiation reflection from a curved
surface (so called ’whispering modes’) [69]. Strong radi-
ation redistribution also takes place behind capillary sys-
tems (which is actually a simple example of the curved sur-
face system); some structural features in the distribution
are due to the geometry of the system (typically, hexagon
type in the transverse cross section). However, some fine
features could not be interpreted by ray optics, and require
solution of the wave equation of radiation propagation.

The interference phenomena were observed for X-rays
propagating in capillary structures practically 25 years
ago. A first theoretical note regarding such a possibility
for capillary optical systems, with X-ray interference be-
hind capillaries, was published as an internal note [70].
After that, during 1993-94 at the S-60 LPI synchrotron2

the phenomenon was observed and successfully studied in
a set of experiments on propagation of synchrotron radia-
tion through transversely-ordered polycapillary optical el-
ements (channels sizes of ∼100 µm, radiation wavelength
∼1÷10 Å). Then, the first paper appeared [71] with the
wave interpretation of the features recorded. Phenomenol-
ogy of the phenomenon given in [72] has shown that the
fine features of X-ray propagation in micron-size channels,
which have been observed behind capillary structures, can
be explained in view of the radiation interference due to
the various channels curvatures. Later the trapped radi-
ation propagation in the very vicinity of a surface was
carefully studied in a number of papers [73–81] where the
wave theory of X radiation propagation along a curved sur-
face was developed (for more complete list of citations, see
Refs. in [18]).

3 Channeling in a Plasma-Ion Cavity

Recent studies have shown that interaction of intense ul-
trashort laser pulses in a medium can be used as a source
of compact electron beams with successful beams accel-
eration over short distances. Studying the propagation
of nonlinear plasma electromagnetic waves being of great
practical interest due to the progress in laser technologies
[84, 85] has shown that powerful ultrashort laser pulses
propagating in a plasma can accelerate the plasma elec-
trons to ultra-relativistic energies (so called "laser wake-
field acceleration")[86–89]. Considering the problem of
powerful ultrashort laser pulse interaction with a plasma
based on numerical simulations, a model for a strongly
nonlinear regime of interaction of intense laser pulses with
plasmas has been proposed. The model has demonstrated
that in the process of laser interaction with the plasma the

2The cyclic electron accelerator S-60 LPI is used as a source of syn-
chrotron radiation (SR) in vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) and soft X-ray spec-
tral regions. The main characteristics are the maximum electron energy
of 630 MeV, the electron orbit radius of 2 m, the average current in the
orbit of 130 mA, the maximum of the SR spectrum is 0.66 keV. The
synchrotron has been designed in the beginning of 1950s by Vladimir
Veksler.

electrons, due to the ponderomotive forces, are displaced
from the region at the higher laser intensity. This process
has been described within the phenomenology of "mov-
ing bubble" [90] (Fig. 1). Indeed, the laser pulse prop-
agating in the direction Oz pushes out quasi-free plasma
electrons that results in creating a nearly spherical moving
cavity, "bubble". This bubble, as said, is free of electrons
and, hence, represents a rather big positive charge moving
with the velocity of a laser pulse. Thus, this bubble forms
laser-pulse-oriented field gradient, or, in other words, an
plasma-ion channel, which is a distinct potential well for
electrons. This potential can trap the plasma electrons con-
sistently accelerating them.

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of a strongly nonlinear regime of
interaction of an ultrashort laser pulse with a plasma. Laser pulse
propagating down the Oz axis with the velocity close to the light
speed in vacuum produces an ion cavity, which involves plasma
electrons into corresponding plasma-ion channel

The equations of electron motion in above described
field at the condition that longitudinal momentum much
exceeds transverse one, pz >>| p⊥ |, can be written in the
following way

dpz

dt
≈ −2πe2n0(z − vlt) ,

dp⊥
dt
≈ −2πe2n0r⊥ , (1)

where e and n0 are the electron charge and the charge con-
centration in a medium, correspondingly, vl is the propaga-
tion velocity of a laser pulse. The force responsible for the
electron acceleration is proportional to ∼ (z − vlt). Hence,
for electrons moving at a speed greater than the ion bub-
ble speed the force exerted by the latter slows down the
electrons. On the contrary, electrons moving at a speed
less than the cavity speed become accelerated by the same
force (see in [82, 83] and Refs. therein). Neglecting elec-
trons acceleration down the channel at a slight difference
between the velocities of electrons and ion chamber, the
moving bubble can be presented by an infinite cylindri-
cal plasma-ion cavity characterized by the following field
potentials (for an infinite cylindrical channel containing
"frozen" ions) 

A ≈ 0,

ϕ = −πn0er2
⊥,

(2)

Obviously, we deal with a long ion cavity, plasma-ion
channel, characterized by quasi axially-symmetric poten-
tial well that binds plasma electrons. The bound projectile
can be considered as a channeled one. Assuming relativis-
tic electron motion down to the ion channel with transverse
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to the Oz axis oscillations, we can write the Hamiltonian
in the form

H = Ez +
c2 p2

⊥
2Ez

− eϕ , (3)

where Ez = c
√

p2
z + m2c2 is the longitudinal energy and

the potential ϕ is given by Eq.(2). As it results from
the equation of motion, a channeled electron moving fast
down to the channel becomes undulating in the transverse
plane with the frequency of oscillations ω2

0 = 2πe2n0c2/Ez

(for typical electron longitudinal energies ∼ 1 GeV and
plasma concentrations ∼ 1019 cm−3 this frequency is of
the order of ω0 ≈ 4 · 1012 s−1), characteristic trajectories
of such motion are shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. The electron trajectory in two transverse planes at dif-
ferent initial conditions. The graphs show that initial conditions
determine the projectile trajectory. The longitudinal coordinate z
is given in cm, while the vertical coordinates x, y - in 10−5 cm.

Due to transverse undulations, the electron emits elec-
tromagnetic radiation mostly of X-ray frequencies, and we
can define this type of radiation as channeling radiation
of electrons in a plasma-ion cavity (radiation by electrons
channeled in a plasma-ion channel) that simplifies essen-
tially calculation of radiation functions. Utilizing channel-
ing phenomenology for describing the radiation features
the components of both vector An and scalar ϕn potential
expansions can be expressed in known sum of the spheri-
cal monochromatic waves as functions of the radiation fre-
quency ω = ω0/(1−βznz), where ξ = nω(n⊥, v0)/ω0c, and
n is the unit vector in the direction of radiation. The an-
gular distribution of electromagnetic radiation intensity is
also defined by the potential parameters

dIn

dΩ
=
ω2n2

2πc

(
|An|2 − |ϕn|2

)
(4)

The electron becomes trapped into the ion cavity under
the following condition γzmc >> p⊥ >> mc that results in
main contribution to the radiation yield by high harmonics
components and in a quasi-continuous spectrum of radia-
tion as well. Simplified spectral intensity distribution in
forward direction (relativistic projectiles emit in a narrow
ahead directed cone) with respect to the longitudinal chan-
nel axis can be written as

(
dI
dω

)

θ=0
=

e2γ4
zω
′2

3π3cω0

(
3ω0

ωm

)2/3
f
(
ω

ωm

)
, (5)

where the function f (ξ) is graphically presented in Fig. 3,
and the maximum of radiation distribution function is at
ωm (∼ 1019 s−1).

Figure 3. The function of spectral distribution of electromag-
netic radiation by plasma-ion-channeled electron in forward di-
rection at different initial parameters. The graph shows the shape
of the spectrum to be almost independent of the initial condi-
tions. Various curves correspond to various electron trajectories
in the transverse plane xOy: 1 - a circular trajectory of the radius
r0 = 10−4 cm; 2 - an elliptical trajectory with the semi-major
axis of a = r0/2, which coincides with the Ox axis, and the semi-
minor axis of b = r0/4, which coincides with the Oy axis; 3 - an
elliptical trajectory with the semi-major axis of a = r0/3, which
coincides with the Oy axis, and the semi-minor axis of b = r0/4,
which coincides with the Ox axis.

Despite the fact that the shape of the spectrum does not
depend on the initial conditions, as seen from the graphs
of Fig. 3 in the description of the radiation by channeled
electrons the spatial distribution function of electrons de-
pends strongly on initial conditions. This fact has a signif-
icant impact on coherent and incoherent radiation by the
electron beam [91].

Described radiation is rather similar to channeling ra-
diation in crystals [9]. However, on the contrary to chan-
neling radiation in crystals when the electron is consid-
ered to be free along the channel direction (the continuous
crystal potentials are transverse coordinate dependent), in
our case, the electron is accelerated down the channel and
known in literature as betatron radiation at laser wakefield
acceleration3 [27, 92, 93]. The latter results in shifting the
projectile’s frequency for transverse oscillations during the
electron channeling in a plasma-ion channel, and thus, the
radiation spectrum becomes changed [94]. However, for
X-ray frequencies this change is not significant due to the
fact that only electrons already being relativistic might be
trapped in a channeling mode by the plasma-ion potential.
Hence, for these frequencies the spectral radiation distri-
bution by electrons in a plasma-ion channel, previously
calculated and observed successfully, is close to that de-
scribed in this work as channeling radiation.

3Obviously, the definition "betatron radiation" is far from the origin
of radiation at the electron wakefield acceleration and can be accepted
only because of the similarity of the trajectories for betatron electrons
and wakefield accelerated ones.
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pends strongly on initial conditions. This fact has a signif-
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Described radiation is rather similar to channeling ra-
diation in crystals [9]. However, on the contrary to chan-
neling radiation in crystals when the electron is consid-
ered to be free along the channel direction (the continuous
crystal potentials are transverse coordinate dependent), in
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3Obviously, the definition "betatron radiation" is far from the origin
of radiation at the electron wakefield acceleration and can be accepted
only because of the similarity of the trajectories for betatron electrons
and wakefield accelerated ones.

4 Crossed Laser Field to Channel Charged
Particles

Nowadays the topic of electrons dynamics in crossed laser
beams is gaining growing attention. Usually the case of
standing electromagnetic wave being the result of two
counter-propagating laser beams is considered. Kapitza
and Dirac were the first who referred to the electron dy-
namics in such an interference field in well known pa-
per [95] evaluating for the first time the electron beam
diffraction in periodical field of an optical lattice. Since
that many papers have been published proposing a tool
for monitoring the electron beam size [96], a new-type
free electron laser with optical undulator [97–101], a novel
channeling radiation source [102–105] as well as several
works clarifying processes taking place at interaction of
charged beams in various periodical optical systems [106–
108]. Practically all those papers have been dedicated to
the particle dynamics in the field of two laser beams.

There are much in common between particles dynam-
ics in crossed laser beams and processes found in FEL
undulators, betatron oscillations in plasma channels and
crystal channeling. We should give a short remark on why
the channeling point of view could be the most appropriate
for considering the phenomenon. First of all, interference
of two crossed laser beams creates electromagnetic field
peaks and nodes, i.e. optical lattice, which is similar to the
crystal lattice. This forms semblance of crystal lattice in
absence of actual medium that becomes important due to
the possibility of beam handling without inelastic scatter-
ing of the beam by the medium subsystems. Furthermore,
averaging interaction of a particle with both crystal and op-
tical lattices one derives effective potential responsible for
particle channeling in these systems. And this descriptive
similarity is not the only reason for treating the considered
process as channeling.

The typically used ponderomotive force to describe in-
teraction of a charged particle in a laser field is defined by
the laser frequency and the gradient of the laser electrical
field amplitude [109, 110]

Fp =
e2

4ω2
0m
�∇ |E(x)|2 , (6)

where m is the mass of electron, ω0 is the laser frequency
and E(x) is the electrical field amplitude distribution over
x-coordinate. However, this force depends not only on
laser intensity but also on its polarization as well as on
the energy of particle [106, 107]. Situation becomes even
more complex when we deal with the field formed by two
interfering laser waves [108].

The electron motion in optical lattice formed by
crossed linearly polarized laser beams, in plane electro-
magnetic waves approximation, can be described in terms
of particles channeling. In the region of two laser beams
overlapping the ponderomotive force characterized by av-
eraged effective potential affects charged particles. The
ponderomotive potential forms planar (one-dimensional)
potential wells (Fig. 4). This structure is similar in some
way to the crystal lattice, seen by a high-velocity projec-
tile, that is a set of crystal nodes, forming crystallographic

planes and axes. The standing waves can be represented
as the effective potential wells, the channels, periodically
situated in a transverse plane that can trap the electron at
specific conditions.

Figure 4. The general scheme of the considered system. Two
crossed laser beams of the ω0 frequency with the wave vectors k1
and k2, which lie in the xOz plane at the acute angles η = π/2−α
with respect to the Oz direction. The effective potential channels
(shown in color) are parallel to 0z-axis.

To examine the bound motion of charged particles in
optical lattice, Kapitza method [111] is rather effective at
non-relativistic electron energies when classical approxi-
mation might be applied to the solution of the equation of
electron motion. Within this approach, due to the pres-
ence of high frequency electromagnetic field, the electron
trajectory at defined conditions looks like frequent oscilla-
tions δxi along a smooth curve x̄i: xi = x̄i+δxi. Neglecting
the oscillations in the equation of motion (small by the def-

Figure 5. a) The averaged potential amplitudes normalized by
(e2A2

0)/(2γ‖mc2) as a function of β‖ and α is shown in color. In-
version speed values βinv

1,2 as a functions of α are shown in black.
The electron speed value for which at chosen α the value of
Uamγ‖ becomes minimal, βmin(α), is shown in white. b) Nor-
malized potential amplitudes for two p-polarized laser beams,
crossed at different angles. The inversion speed values βinv

1 are
marked with •, values of βinv

2 – with ◦, and βmin – with � for each
α.
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inition, δxi ∼ eE0/mω2
0), an effective potential energy of

electron interaction in combined field can be defined. Ap-
plying some modification to Kapitza method the problem
can be solved also for relativistic velocities [108] when af-
ter averaging by rapid oscillations one derives the effective
potential expression

Ue f f = −Uam cos (2kx cosα) ,

Uam =
e2A2

0
2γ‖mc2

(1+cos2 α)β2
‖ −cos(2α)−2β‖ sinα

(1−β‖ sinα)2 ,

(7)

where β‖ = v0/c and positive β‖ means that the electron
moves in the direction of ks = k1 + k2, while negative
β‖ – in opposite direction; A0 is the longitudinal vector po-
tential amplitude. The above derived expression describes
the effective potential in the region of two p-polarized
laser beams crossed at arbitrary angle (Fig. 5). The mo-
tion equation could be linearized allowing its description
via known elliptic integral trajectory characterized by both
frequencies

Ω1 = 2k cosα
√

Uam/γ‖m , Ω2 = ω0(1 − β‖ sinα) , (8)

where Ω1,2 are the frequencies for channeling oscillations
(within standing wave structure) and for rapid oscillations
due to the particle interaction with original laser field, re-
spectively.

At α = 0 the beams are counter-propagating and the
potential amplitude in this case becomes positive for

∣∣∣β‖
∣∣∣ >

1/
√

2 and negative otherwise. This means that for an elec-
tron moving at the speed

∣∣∣β‖
∣∣∣ = 1/

√
2 = −βinv

1 = β
inv
2 (so

called “inversion speed”) no periodic potential is formed.
When the electron speed is

∣∣∣β‖
∣∣∣ > 1/

√
2, the regions of

interference electric field peaks are scattering ones for it.
And for

∣∣∣β‖
∣∣∣ < 1/

√
2 these regions are characterized by the

attractive potentials. This potential inversion is observed
only for p-polarized crossed laser beams.

The phase space trajectories projected onto the plane
of transverse momentum and coordinate can be presented
for both channeled and over-barrier electrons in the field
of laser beams crossed as shown in Fig. 6, for instance,
at the angle of 2η = 30◦ (α = 75◦). The inner closed
curves (in blue) correspond to channeled electrons with
transverse energies less than potential well height. Over-
barrier electrons (in red) are characterized by transverse
energies greater than the barrier height and not limited
within the channels. For electron with β‖ = βmin the
channel borders are situated at x/dch = 0.5 + n and, cor-
respondingly, the channel centers – at x/dch = n (see
Fig. 6a). On the contrary, electron with longitudinal ve-
locity β‖ → 1 > βinv

2 could be trapped by the channels,
central axes of which are placed at x/dch = 0.5 + n (see
Fig. 6b), where n = 0,±1,±2, . . .

Obviously, a particle oscillating in external field
should radiate at frequencies related to the undulatory mo-
tion. The radiation spectrum of a charged particle emitting
in a crossed laser field is characterized by two peak fre-
quencies ω1,2 = Ω1,2/(1− β‖ cos θ) [105], where Ω1,2 were
defined before by the expressions (8). Both of them being
measured in the forward direction (θ = 0) are shifted by

Figure 6. Simulated transverse phase-space trajectories for two
extreme electron energies - β‖ = βmin (a) and β‖ = 0.99986 (b).
The channel has formed by two p-polarized lasers of λ = 800 nm
wavelength and 5 TW/cm2 intensity for each one. The electron
transverse momentum is normalized by the averaged longitudinal
momentum, while the transverse coordinates – by the channel
width dch ≡ λ0/(2 sin η). Channeled (under-barrier) trajectories
are shown in blue, while quasichanneled (over-barrier) – in red.
The rapid oscillations could not be properly visualized and are
outlined near the plots. The averaged phase space trajectories
are also demonstrated in solid black lines.

the factor of ∼ 2γ2
‖ due to the Doppler effect. The first

one (ω1) corresponds to slow channeling electron oscilla-
tions in the potential well of a system and does not depend
on the laser frequency ω0. The ω2 radiation frequency is
caused by the electron interaction with the original laser
beams field.

Taking into account that relativistic particle emits radi-
ation in a narrow forward directed solid cone (∼ γ−1), one
could define the analytical expression for radiation spec-
trum of relativistic channeled electron moving near the
bottom (center) of the cross-laser channel

dP
dω
=

2∑
i=1

e2Ω3
i a2

i γ
2
‖

c3 ζi
(
1 − 2ζi + 2ζ2

i

)
Θ (πNi(1 − ζi)) ,

(9)
where ω is the radiation frequency, a1 is the amplitude of
channeling oscillations, and a2 is the amplitude of rapid
oscillations, Ni is the number of Ωi-frequency particle os-
cillations, ζi = ω/(2γ2

‖Ωi), and Θ(x) = 0.5 + Si(2x)/π −
sin2(x)/πx. Total low-frequency power emitted by the
channeled electron can be then evaluated by

P[W] =
2e2Ω4

1a2
1γ

4
‖

3c3 ≈ 10−42
(
I
[ W
cm2

])2
(10)

for the channeling oscillations amplitude a1 ≈ 0.1dch. The
channel width for the external laser wavelength of λ0 =

1 µm crossed at η = 15◦ would be dch ≡ λ0/(2 sin(η)) ≈
2λ0 ≈ 2 µm.

One should note that, first, both electrons and lasers
parameters could be chosen so that the radiation wave-
length is equal to the external laser one. Hence, this could
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wavelength and 5 TW/cm2 intensity for each one. The electron
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the factor of ∼ 2γ2
‖ due to the Doppler effect. The first

one (ω1) corresponds to slow channeling electron oscilla-
tions in the potential well of a system and does not depend
on the laser frequency ω0. The ω2 radiation frequency is
caused by the electron interaction with the original laser
beams field.

Taking into account that relativistic particle emits radi-
ation in a narrow forward directed solid cone (∼ γ−1), one
could define the analytical expression for radiation spec-
trum of relativistic channeled electron moving near the
bottom (center) of the cross-laser channel

dP
dω
=

2∑
i=1

e2Ω3
i a2

i γ
2
‖

c3 ζi
(
1 − 2ζi + 2ζ2

i

)
Θ (πNi(1 − ζi)) ,

(9)
where ω is the radiation frequency, a1 is the amplitude of
channeling oscillations, and a2 is the amplitude of rapid
oscillations, Ni is the number of Ωi-frequency particle os-
cillations, ζi = ω/(2γ2

‖Ωi), and Θ(x) = 0.5 + Si(2x)/π −
sin2(x)/πx. Total low-frequency power emitted by the
channeled electron can be then evaluated by

P[W] =
2e2Ω4

1a2
1γ

4
‖

3c3 ≈ 10−42
(
I
[ W
cm2

])2
(10)

for the channeling oscillations amplitude a1 ≈ 0.1dch. The
channel width for the external laser wavelength of λ0 =

1 µm crossed at η = 15◦ would be dch ≡ λ0/(2 sin(η)) ≈
2λ0 ≈ 2 µm.

One should note that, first, both electrons and lasers
parameters could be chosen so that the radiation wave-
length is equal to the external laser one. Hence, this could

be interesting as amplification mechanism for increasing
external laser intensity. Moreover, due to rather wide
tunable channel width it becomes possible to use a large
bunch. In case of, for instance, 1010 electrons (monoener-
getic, for simplicity), forming a bunch of several µm trans-
verse width, low-frequency coherent radiation power is

P[W] ≈ 10−22
(
I
[ W
cm2

])2
(11)

As seen, in the case of initial laser intensity of 1017 W cm−2

the total low-frequency radiation power is estimated to be
equal to 1012 W.

The radiation spectrum classically calculated is char-
acterized by two major frequencies: the first one is due to
external laser field scattering on relativistic electron, while
the second corresponds to the radiation of electron trapped
by the effective potential well. The maximum radiation in-
tensity falls on the frequency ωrad

m ∼ γ‖
√

I defined by both
electron energy and external laser intensity, while the in-
tegral radiated power depends on squared external laser
intensity P ∼ I2. Combined with high radiation coherence
for a channeled electron bunch it can result in a high inten-
sity gain. The main issue here would be not only electron
bunch low-frequency radiation coherency but also elec-
trons cooling due to high-frequency radiation which would
be considerable in strong fields.

The expressions for the effective potential and radia-
tion yield were derived mostly for one-electron case. And
the most interesting questions concerning beam dynam-
ics, cooling and coherent radiation in crossed lasers are
the subject of our current research that will help to deter-
mine the feasibility and conditions for creating tools based
on the considered phenomena. However, in order to ana-
lyze the interaction of charged particles beam in laser op-
tical lattices we have to use computer simulations that al-
lows taking into account space charge interaction which
involves all the beam particles. It should be underlined
that in a beam we deal simultaneously with practically all
possible solutions for a single particle motion that has been
previously analyzed (Fig. 7). Moreover, only in multiple
particle dynamics we can predict the peculiarities such as
beam shaping, deflection, focusing.

5 Conclusions

For more than 50 years of its history the channeling phe-
nomenon having started from trapped motion in aligned
crystals has been observed at propagation of X-ray ra-
diation and thermal neutrons in capillary structures, and
presently becomes very useful to examine fine features of
charged beam dynamics in laser and plasma based guides.

As shown the similarity of possible applications and
effects may take place in optical lattice and in crystal chan-
neling. The effective potential of both crystal and optical
lattices could be very similar and both are capable of trap-
ping electrons. So that channeled electron beams can be
transported, focused and reflected by potential of both lat-
tices.

Bending a crystal one obtains a tool for charged parti-
cles beams steering and bent laser channels might be also

Figure 7. Numerical simulations for a Gaussian profile ∼ 1 pC
nondivergent electron beam of ∼ 2 MeV interacting with a laser
standing field of the Gaussian transverse profile with σz = 1 mm.
The laser fan has positioned at 23 ps from the initial electron
beam position. The density color graph of electron beam pass-
ing through optical lattice depicts the particle time distribution.
Curve 1 - non channeled particles, curve 2, 3 - channeled parti-
cles.

applied for this. Such channels can be formed by illumi-
nating a curved reflecting surface with a laser at some an-
gle that creates interference region with potential channels
near the surface. Besides, recently researches have shown
different regimes of charged particles dynamics in pres-
ence of intense laser fields that are analogous to crystal
volume reflection, to both planar and axial crystal chan-
neling and optical undulating.

Electrons deflection by curved laser channels, formed
by laser grazing incidence on curved reflecting surface is a
new research inspired by analogy of optical lattice chan-
neling and crystal channeling, which could be done in
bent crystals for charged particle beam steering. The re-
ported derivation of curved laser channel effective poten-
tial is done for the region close to the reflecting surface
and the resulting critical radius values for ultra-relativistic
electrons are extremely high, but the idea may find appli-
cation for moderate energies. In any case additional inves-
tigation is needed.

Channeling phenomenology applied to the description
of wake-filed acceleration becomes very powerful tool that
enables analyzing the dynamics of beam acceleration as
well as the radiation by accelerated particles. Application
of channeling technique can simplify prediction of various
new effects.

Besides of beam shaping studies based on channeling
technique, it is worthy to underline that particle chan-
neling is always accompanied by rather strong radiation.
Channeling motion provides high-frequency and low
amplitude undulation of trapped particles that results in
high flux electromagnetic emission of wide frequency
range. The frequency is defined by the parameters of
the beam and external field. In major cases this radi-
ation, additionally to the interest of creating powerful
tunable radiation source, might be of the reason for effi-
cient beam cooling that is under our present investigations.

First of all, I would like to emphasize that I am extremely
grateful to the organizers of the PPLA 2017 conference for
the invitation to present the results of our recent studies on
channeling of charged and neutral particles in strong external
fields of various origin.
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